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A “simplest molecule” consisting of CW-
laser beam pairs helps to clarify relativity
in Talk I. In spite of a seemingly massless
evanescence, an optical pair also clarifies clas-
sical and quantum mechanics of relativistic
matter and anti-matter.
Logical extension of (x,ct) and (ω,ck) ge-
ometry gives relativistic action functions of
Hamiltonian, Lagrangian, and Poincare that
may be constructed in a few ruler-and-
compass steps to relate relativistic parame-
ters for group or phase velocity, momentum,
energy, rapidity, stellar aberration, Doppler
shifts, and DeBroglie wavelength. This ex-
poses hyperbolic and circular trigonometry as
two sides of one coin connected by Legendre
contact transforms. One is Hamiltonian-like
with a longitudinal rapidity parameter ρ (log of Doppler shift). The other is Lagrange-like with a transverse angle parame-
ter σ (stellar aberration). Optical geometry gives recoil in absorption, emission, and resonant Raman-Compton acceleration
and distinguishes Einstein rest mass, Galilean momentum mass, and Newtonian effective mass. (Molecular photons appear
less bullet-like and more rocket-like.) In conclusion, modern space-time physics appears as a simple result of the more
self-evident Evenson’s axiom: “All colors go c.”
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tanhρ sinhρ sechρ coshρ cschρ cothρ
sinσ tanσ cosσ secσ cotσ cscσ
Phase “guts” of wave key to quantum dynamics (Difficult to observe)
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Bcsch " Bcoth "
Y
slope-sinh "
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rapidity e−ρ tanhρ sinhρ sechρ coshρ cschρ cothρ e+ρ
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Table of 16 wave parameters 
(includes inverses) for relativity
...and values for u/c=3/5
An aid to
pattern recognition:
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υ phase = Bcoshρ ≈ B +21 Bρ2(for uc)
Using (some) wave parameters for relativistic quantum theory 
At low speeds:
B =υAcoshρ≈1+21ρ2
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Einstein (1905)
hB
c2Rescale υphase by h   so: M=               or:
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(a) Exact Einstein-Planck Dispersion
E'=hw'
matter wave:
positive rest energy Mc2
E2 - c2p2 =(Mc2)2
photon:
zero µ
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hB = hυA = Mc2 = hcκ A
Energy
Mass (resting)
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E2= Mc2( )2cosh2ρ
= Mc2( )2 1+sinh2ρ( )= Mc2( )2+ cp( )2
Energy
Momentum
Energy versus Momentum 
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(a) Exact Einstein-Planck Dispersion
E'=hw'
matter wave:
positive rest energy Mc2
E2 - c2p2 =(Mc2)2
photon:
zero µ




Using (some) wave coordinates for relativistic quantum theory 
hcκ phase=cp =hcκ A sinhρ = hυA sinhρ
hυ phase= E =hυA coshρ
hB = hυA = Mc2 = hcκ A
E2= Mc2( )2cosh2ρ
= Mc2( )2 1+sinh2ρ( )= Mc2( )2+ cp( )2⇒ E = ± Mc2( )2+ cp( )2
Energy
Momentum
Energy versus Momentum 
Mass (resting)
The need for Negative Frequency arises!
Phase conjugate light!
Counter-clockwise phasors!
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Definition(s) of mass for relativity/quantum 
Rest Mass Mrest   (Einstein’s mass)          Defines invariant hyperbola(s)     










hB = hυA = Mc2 = hcκ A
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Definition(s) of mass for relativity/quantum 
Rest Mass Mrest   (Einstein’s mass)          Defines invariant hyperbola(s)     
E = ± Mc2( )2+ cp( )2






= Mrest coshρ =
Mrest
1− u2 / c2
 
Mmom u→c⎯ →⎯⎯ Mreste
ρ /2
Mmom uc⎯ →⎯⎯ Mrest
Limiting cases:
Effective Mass Meff  (Newton’s mass) Defined by ratio F/a=dp/du of relativistic force to acceleration.   
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Definition(s) of mass for relativity/quantum 
Rest Mass Mrest   (Einstein’s mass)          Defines invariant hyperbola(s)     
E = ± Mc2( )2+ cp( )2






= Mrest coshρ =
Mrest
1− u2 / c2
 
Mmom u→c⎯ →⎯⎯ Mreste
ρ /2
Mmom uc⎯ →⎯⎯ Mrest
Limiting cases:
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Definition(s) of mass for relativity/quantum 
Rest Mass Mrest   (Einstein’s mass)          Defines invariant hyperbola(s)     
E = ± Mc2( )2+ cp( )2






= Mrest coshρ =
Mrest
1− u2 / c2
 
Mmom u→c⎯ →⎯⎯ Mreste
ρ /2
Mmom uc⎯ →⎯⎯ Mrest
Limiting cases:








Meff u→c⎯ →⎯⎯ Mreste
3ρ /2
Meff uc⎯ →⎯⎯ Mrest
Limiting cases:



































1− u2 / c2( )3/2
Definition(s) of mass for relativity/quantum 
Rest Mass Mrest   (Einstein’s mass)          Defines invariant hyperbola(s)     
E = ± Mc2( )2+ cp( )2






= Mrest coshρ =
Mrest
1− u2 / c2
 
Mmom u→c⎯ →⎯⎯ Mreste
ρ /2
Mmom uc⎯ →⎯⎯ Mrest
Limiting cases:








Meff u→c⎯ →⎯⎯ Mreste
3ρ /2
Meff uc⎯ →⎯⎯ Mrest
Limiting cases:








































1− u2 / c2( )3/2
=Mrest cosh3ρ
Definition(s) of mass for relativity/quantum 
hB = hυA = Mc2 = hcκ A
Rest Mass Mrest   (Einstein’s mass)          Defines invariant hyperbola(s)     
E = ± Mc2( )2+ cp( )2






= Mrest coshρ =
Mrest
1− u2 / c2
 
Mmom u→c⎯ →⎯⎯ Mreste
ρ /2
Mmom uc⎯ →⎯⎯ Mrest
Limiting cases:








Meff u→c⎯ →⎯⎯ Mreste
3ρ /2
Meff uc⎯ →⎯⎯ Mrest
Limiting cases:
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(a)γ -rest mass: Mrestγ = 0,








(c)γ -effective mass: Meffγ = ∞.
Definition(s) of mass for relativity/quantum 




=υ(1.2 ⋅10−51)kg ⋅ s = 4.5 ⋅10−36 kg (for: υ=600THz)
Newton complained about
his “corpuscles” of light having
“fits” (going crazy).
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(a)γ -rest mass: Mrestγ = 0,








(c)γ -effective mass: Meffγ = ∞.
Definition(s) of mass for relativity/quantum 




=υ(1.2 ⋅10−51)kg ⋅ s = 4.5 ⋅10−36 kg (for: υ=600THz)
Newton complained about
his “corpuscles” of light having
“fits” (going crazy).
For him this would be evidence
of optical-triple-schizophrenia!
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ  p = k=Mcsinhρ
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ  p = k=Mcsinhρ
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
to define Hamiltonian H=E
Legendre 
transformation
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ = H  p = k=Mcsinhρ
= L
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ = H  p = k=Mcsinhρ
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
to define Hamiltonian H=E
Legendre 
transformation= L
UseGroup velocity :u=dxdt=c tanhρ
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ = H  p = k=Mcsinhρ
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
to define Hamiltonian H=E
UseGroup velocity :u=dxdt=c tanhρ
L = pu − H = (Mcsinhρ)(c tanhρ)−Mc2 coshρ
Legendre 
transformation= L
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ = H  p = k=Mcsinhρ
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
to define Hamiltonian H=E
UseGroup velocity :u=dxdt=c tanhρ
L = pu − H = (Mcsinhρ)(c tanhρ)−Mc2 coshρ
= Mc2 sinh
2ρ − cosh 2ρ




L is :Mc2 −1coshρ =  −Mc
2sechρ
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ = H  p = k=Mcsinhρ
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
to define Hamiltonian H=E
UseGroup velocity :u=dxdt=c tanhρ
L = pu − H = (Mcsinhρ)(c tanhρ)−Mc2 coshρ
 
L =  Φ =  −Mc2 1− u
2
c2     =  −Mc
2 sechρ
= Mc2 sinh
2ρ − cosh 2ρ
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ = H  p = k=Mcsinhρ
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
to define Hamiltonian H=E
UseGroup velocity :u=dxdt=c tanhρ
L = pu − H = (Mcsinhρ)(c tanhρ)−Mc2 coshρ
 
L =  Φ =  −Mc2 1− u
2
c2     =  −Mc
2 sechρ
= Mc2 sinh
2ρ − cosh 2ρ
coshρ =  −Mc
2sechρ
 
H = ω = −Mc2 1− u
2




with Hamiltonian H=E 
Legendre 
transformation= L
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ = H  p = k=Mcsinhρ
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
to define Hamiltonian H=E
UseGroup velocity :u=dxdt=c tanhρ
L = pu − H = (Mcsinhρ)(c tanhρ)−Mc2 coshρ
 
L =  Φ =  −Mc2 1− u
2
c2     =  −Mc
2 sechρ
= Mc2 sinh
2ρ − cosh 2ρ
coshρ =  −Mc
2sechρ
 
H = ω = −Mc2 1− u
2
c2    =   Mc
2 coshρ
Note:Mcu=Mc2 tanhρ
Also:  cp=Mc2 sinhρ
=Mc2 1+ sinh 2ρ =Mc2 1+(cp)2
Compare Lagrangian L
with Hamiltonian H=E 
Legendre 
transformation= L
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
 E = ω= Mc
2 coshρ = H  p = k=Mcsinhρ
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
to define Hamiltonian H=E
UseGroup velocity :u=dxdt=c tanhρ
L = pu − H = (Mcsinhρ)(c tanhρ)−Mc2 coshρ
 
L =  Φ =  −Mc2 1− u
2
c2     =  −Mc
2 sechρ
= Mc2 sinh
2ρ − cosh 2ρ
coshρ =  −Mc
2sechρ
 
H = ω = −Mc2 1− u
2
c2    =   Mc
2 coshρ
= −Mc2cosσ
=   Mc2secσ
=csinσ
Note:Mcu=Mc2 tanhρ
Also:  cp=Mc2 sinhρ





with Hamiltonian H=E 
                = Mc2 sinσ
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
Define Action S=Φ
to define Hamiltonian H=E
 
L =  Φ =  −Mc2 1− u
2
c2     =  −Mc
2 sechρ
 
H = ω = −Mc2 1− u
2
c2    =   Mc
2 coshρ
= −Mc2cosσ
=   Mc2secσ
=Mc2 1+ sinh 2ρ =Mc2 1+(cp)2
Compare Lagrangian L
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
Define Action S=Φ
to define Hamiltonian H=E
 
L =  Φ =  −Mc2 1− u
2
c2     =  −Mc
2 sechρ
 
H = ω = −Mc2 1− u
2
c2    =   Mc
2 coshρ
= −Mc2cosσ
=   Mc2secσ
=Mc2 1+ sinh 2ρ =Mc2 1+(cp)2
Compare Lagrangian L







 dS ≡ Ldt ≡ dΦ = kdx − ωdt = pdx − Hdt Poincare Invariant action differential 
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Relativistic action S and Lagrangian-Hamiltonian relations 
Use DeBroglie-momentum p=k relation and Planck-energy E=ω relation
hcκ phase=cp =hυA sinhρ





ω phase= E =ωA coshρ
 ωA=Mc
2=ckAPrior wave relations
←linear Hz      angular phasor→
    format          format              
Define Lagrangian L using invariant wave phase Φ=kx-ωt=k′x′-ω′t′ for wave of k=kphase and ω=ωphase. 
 
L ≡  dΦdt = k
dx
dt − ω = p
dx
dt − E ≡ p x − E ≡ pu − H
Define Action S=Φ
to define Hamiltonian H=E
UseGroup velocity :u=dxdt=c tanhρ
 
L =  Φ =  −Mc2 1− u
2
c2     =  −Mc
2 sechρ
 
H = ω = −Mc2 1− u
2
c2    =   Mc
2 coshρ
= −Mc2cosσ
=   Mc2secσ
=Mc2 1+ sinh 2ρ =Mc2 1+(cp)2
Compare Lagrangian L












Poincare Invariant action differential 














































Poincare Invariant Action dS=Ldt=p dq-H dt=dΦ (phase)
Hamiltonian H(p,q)=pq -L vs. Lagrangian L(qq)=pq-H
Contact transformation: (slope,-intercept) of H (or L) tangent
determines the (X,Y coordinates) of L (or H).
(Also, called a Legendre contact transformation which is a special case of a
Huygens transformation that uses contacting tangent curves instead of lines.)
Here slope is momentum p
Y-coordinate is phase rate L=Φ
Here slope is group velocity u=q
Y-coordinate is energy H=ω
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 
 high = ωh    mid = ωm    low = ω 
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 
 high = ωh    mid = ωm    low = ω 
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 
 high = ωh    mid = ωm    low = ω 
Initial stationary
 BLUE Kh thing ωh=Mhic2 Kh
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 
 high = ωh    mid = ωm    low = ω 
Initial stationary
 BLUE Kh thing ωh=Mhic2
    transitions to
Final moving
GREEN Km thing ωm=Mmc2
Kh
Km
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 
 high = ωh    mid = ωm    low = ω 
Initial stationary
 BLUE Kh thing ωh=Mhic2
    transitions to
Final moving
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 
 high = ωh    mid = ωm    low = ω 
Initial stationary
 BLUE Kh thing ωh=Mhic2
    transitions to
Final moving





    by emitting an
oppositely c-moving
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 
 high = ωh    mid = ωm    low = ω 
Initial stationary
 BLUE Kh thing ωh=Mhic2
    transitions to
Final moving





    by emitting an
oppositely c-moving
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 












It’s very easy to compute
recoil rapidity ρ 
or recoil velocity u
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 












rocket exhaust than bullets
(Vburnout=cexhaustln[Minitial/Mfinal])
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Review of Thales geometry of
 relativistic ω(ck) or E(cp)-space





Relativistic optical transitions 
=ωh
 =ω 














Same for absorption processes 
except those rockets suck.
(Raman-Compton processes
are not rocket science.)
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2nd Quantization: 
      (                           ) is actually (                                                           )  hυ phase=E=hυAcoshρ hNυ phase=EN=hNυAcoshρ with quantum  numbers
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2nd Quantization: 
                   (                         ) is actually(                                                 )  hυ phase=E=hυAcoshρ hNυ phase=EN=hNυAcoshρ (N=1,2,..)
N1=2
red photons





























































NEWS FLASH!!!      hυ  is actually  hNυ  
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Fig. 8.2 Accelerated reference frames and their trajectories painted by chirped coherent light 
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http://www.uark.edu/ua/modphys/testing/markup/Harter-SoftWebApps.html





























e−ρ tanhρ sinhρ sechρ coshρ cschρ cothρ e+ρ
sinσ tanσ cosσ secσ cotσ cscσ
0.5 0.6 0.75 0.80 1.25 1.33 1.67 2.0
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